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About This Game

Adventures of a Dragon tells a story about tolerance, acceptance, and personal growth. Fun and playful humor guides the player
through an amazing tale, which brings the main character to make discoveries about their sexuality, personality, and the concept

of redemption. They must make choices that impact the ending of the game, some of which lead to one ending, which allows
the player to become immersed in the world of the game. The distinctive personality of the main character lets the player

empathize with their struggles, both physical and emotional. This makes the game much more immersive, and helps the player
to better understand their character.
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T is a dragon, one who passionately hates humans. He wants nothing more than the destruction of every human, and with good
reason. All of the other dragons are gone, dead at the hands of humankind. T is the last dragon, and his entire species will be

extinct when he is gone. An angry, swearing alcoholic, he cares for no one but himself.

He accidentally gets involved in something much bigger than himself or his problems, something that could mean the
destruction of the entire world. Suddenly, T is the only thing preventing the extinction of the human race. He is faced with a
choice that should be easy, to avenge the murder of his race or to save humanity. The choice is not as easy as he thought it

would be…

Over 10 playable characters, who you can freely change between during the combat

Crafting with numerous items to create weapons and armors

Multiple endings

Lengthy main storyline, with numerous side quests to try

Multiple romantic options for your character with their own storylines

Original characters with colorful personalities, each with a backstory of their own

Main character can speak and make decisions, they have their own personality and characterization.
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Title: Adventures of Dragon
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Tuomo Laine
Publisher:
Tuomo's games
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: INtel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x720 or better display

English
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One of the best CRPGs in history. An absolute classic with immersive gameplay, tactical turn-based combat, countless race-
class combinations and EPIC voice acting.

"I just saw 'em kidnap someone! Good looking woman, too... not that I wouldn't rescue an ugly woman if there were money in
it. I'm not biased.
"
(Myles, the local "businessman")

Update:
Nominated for "No Apologies" award in 2017 SASC. It deserves :). stupid game, for little kids only. holy macaroni i cannot stop
nutting.. Short, not very good.Let's wait for new levels, then I will be thinking about better note.. The thank you's are
everywhere.
10\/10. The fact games like this have positive ratings at the time of writing this review, is an indication of the low
standards set for games on Steam these days and the troll reviews that come with it.

This game is nothing more than an idle process as you wait for achievements to pop. It's made even worse by the fact
the developer has 2 premium DLC's which speed up this process but add nothing more to this poor excuse for a
"game".

Not to mention the fact that this game is simply a re-upload of an old game by the same name, possibly made by the
same person under a different name.

It takes around 40-50 hours to fully idle the game in around 5-6 increments of idling for 8 hours at a time (the time in
which it takes to dry the paint on the wall).. Great game; awful port with input and audio delay.
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Played this game for 27 minutes and already with medicine in mouth.

10\\10 game of year. This map is fantastic I havn't had time to drive all the lines yet! Perfect for someone who is looking for
lots of lines and a big city.. Personally I enjoyed this one, but would I recommend it to anyone?
Only if you're a platformers lover that can adapt to floaty and sluggish mechanics, in addition, the keybindings were awkward
and unchangable.

Also, get it for $1, extremely short.. the only redeemable feature for this game was the text to speech and that was removed
because it was "found" to be the thing that prevented this game from being serious. the tuttorial is about as non-exsitent as it is
useful, there is only one free map and it rotates and there are three maps total, all of them boring. now you can pay a
subscription fee to get the other 2 maps all the time but its got no point because even if you do the game is still boring.

its only reedemable feature being removed this "game" will slowly descend to the bottom of the virtual trashcan were it belongs..
Very good game. I'm actually quite impressed. Not really what I expected. It's very polished and makes great use of roomscale.
Basically, you run back and forth in your room to dodge obstacles and spikes while grabbing doritos. The graphics are amazing
and its all very "surreal."

Pros:
Great graphics
Good roomscale
It's $3
Doritos.

Cons:
You can't actually eat the doritos.. 2 games in 1! It's a good old-fashioned solid retro arcade shooter. The graphics are very dated
as to be expected but if you can get past that it's fun with lots of different vehicles to play with. A special mention to the cheesy
B-movie plot cutscenes which was great!. frozen_thumbs is right. Just 2014 rebranded.
I'll not be buying any more from the developer.. amazing job. scratches that itch for a space game shooter. clean graphics. good
sense of humor. I met the devs at a games festival and it was a big hit there as well!

since this is an EARLY ACCESS people should post about bugs or missing features in the Discussions section since it really
should not be part of a review as once the dev fixes whatever issue you are talking about your review becomes instantly out-of-
date.
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